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Pueblo of Acoma Cattle Rancher 

IAC Southwest Region 
Gilbert Louis Jr. is a second generation cattle rancher from 

the Pueblo of Acoma. He has been ranching over 30 years and 

serves as a mentor for the Beginning Farmer and Rancher program. 

Gilbert began attending USDA/IAC/NMSU workshops and seminars 

to learn what he could to improve his cattle operation. This led to 

applying for a FSA loan to purchase a stock trailer, 18’ flatbed trailer, 

squeeze chute, calf table, a scale and a Registered Black Angus bull.  

As a Keepseagle settlement recipient, Gilbert was able to 

purchase an additional Registered Black Angus bull and 

several Black Angus heifers. After the operation grew, an 

opportunity to sell their high quality prime beef to Labatt 

Food Service came to fruition. Gilbert has been selling direct 

grade choice and prime beef to Labatt Food Service to 

process their beef for six years now. 

As a result of NRCS programming workshops, Gilbert 

applied for EQIP and CSP to improve the land and best 

practice range management. He installed fencing that 

allowed for grazing rotation, converted old windmills to 

solar powered windmills, installed water lines and storage 

tanks.  

Registered Black Angus Cattle  

Gilbert was also involved with a tree thinning project that helped to improve the land and benefited the 

wildlife.  He has been actively involved with the Intertribal Agriculture Council for many years and took 

the opportunity to travel to Chihuahua, Mexico to learn about migratory grazing that helped him 

recognize the importance of grazing rotation on his own ranch. 

Gilbert and his family all contribute to the success of their 

cattle operation and seek all opportunities that will benefit 

themselves as well as their ranching operation. “I like to 

thank NRCS, FSA and thanks to the Intertribal Agriculture 

Council for making #8 Ranch a big success!”  “We have 

come a long way, lots of blood, sweat and tears, but we 

never gave up.”  

The #8 Ranch continues to expand with the help of 

partnerships and dedication to the ranch and improvement 

of the land that they cherish.
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